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Good morning friends and welcome back to NPTEL online certification course on Public 

Speaking. Today we are going to talk about elocution and recitation. Dear friends you might 

be thinking why there should be a lecture on elocution and recitation. You can answer 

yourself and can get your own question answered if you think of a successful speaker a 

successful speaker who left an indelible imprint on your mind was not only because of the 

content or the matter that he had brought with him but more because of elocution and 

recitation. 

 

At times you very much envy a speaker who recites many poetic lines in his speech, talk or 

presentation and creates admiration in the hearts of the audience members. Dear friends, all 

this is because of the use of elocution and recitations which actually help every word to ooze 

its meaning in a very spontaneous manner. One might call it a sort of dramatics but then in 

truth, as we have already talked about in some of the previous lectures that words do not have 

meaning. 

 

Actually speakers provide meaning to words and how do they provide meaning to words? this 

is only because of elocution and recitation. Hence, elocution and recitation are very important 

for a successful speaker. In this regard, I think it will not be a sort of exaggeration if we 

discuss the nuances of illusion and let me remind you of some of the famous speakers who 

also learnt the art of illocution before they could become famous. 

 

One such name is Demosthenes, the great Greek statesman, and all times great orator who 

practiced vocal gymnastics by the roaming and the roaring sea it is said that he learned 

rhetoric by studying the speeches of previous great orators. Not only Demosthenes for that 

matter, even another famous speaker and speech maker named Cicero, who was actually a 

Roman statesman, lawyer scholar and philosopher and also an accomplished speaker orator 

studied oratory for 30 years. And for that he travelled many Asian countries to hear the 

models of elocution. So, those many of you who actually want to be a speaker who can be 



remembered must also learn the art of elocution and recitation. Because it is elocution and 

recitation that not only provides weight to your speech but also allows your words to express 

their meaning the way they are articulated.  

 

Now, you all might be curious to know, how is elocution an art? We have already been 

saying that public speaking is a performative art and since something is to be performed, 

naturally this performance actually requires a sort of elocution or the way a person speaks.  
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Now, elocution can be defined as the art of clear and effective expression of thought by 

speech intonation and gesture though we have already discussed on all these topics a little bit. 

But in this lecture we are going to talk about these things in details so that you can get a new 

sort of confidence and conviction. Now where did this word elocution come from it? 

Actually, it came from the Latin elocutio which actually means oratorical or literary style.  

 

Now what actually is so significant about this oratorical or literary style. In fact, to tell you 

the truth elocution and recitation comprise 5 elements and what are these 5 elements distinct 

articulation. What do we mean by distinct articulation? I mean whatever you want to say 

should be articulated clearly correct pronunciation, of course, speakers from all over the 

world--- they become accomplished only when their pronunciations are accomplished and 

they are understandable. 

 

Then, when you talk about pronunciation, it is also not out of the context to talk about how 

proper pronunciation takes place. Why do as a child you were trained to learn how to recite a 



poem? And when your teacher might have been training you he or she should have told you 

how to give at certain places some amount of emphasis, some amount of accent, this is 

actually called accentuation and intonation. 

 

We have already touched upon these things in some of the lectures. And then why does a 

particular speaker make you spellbound? Because when he or she speaks emotions are also 

wrapped in their words phrases and sentences. So, emotional expressiveness. Emotional 

expressiveness helps get the words their proper meaning and, of course, the last but not the 

least is appropriate gesticulation. 

 

What do we mean by gesticulation? When we speak a particular word as we have already 

discussed during our Non- verbal lecture that we also need to be aware of our gestures but 

when you speak a particular sentence or a particular word, you also want to demonstrate it by 

providing a sort of gesticulation, my dear friend. Now you might all be also curious to know 

that if we have to have a lot of emphasis on elocution and then where is the difference 

between elocution and speech.  
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In fact, while going through a book by Alexander Melville Bell and the book is titled The 

Principles of Elocution in that book this author says that public speaking skill requires two 

constituents and what are these two constituents matter and manner. So, what you bring as a 

sort of content or material is the matter and the way you actually present it is actually called 

the manner.  

 



So, the difference is crystal clear. Elocution is the manner of delivering speech and speech is 

the spoken expression of ideas and opinions. When we talk about elocutions, it is actually a 

study into the art of effective elaboration, effective articulation whereas the knowledge of 

elocution is very much important for delivering an effective speech.  
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Now when we talk about pronunciation, of course, we have been saying that if spelling is a 

national laws pronunciation is an international loss, fine? Now, when it comes to 

pronunciation and that also from an accomplished speaker so what cares should be taken into 

consideration? The very first is that in order to pronounce certain words certain phrases 

correctly, you actually require an efficient respiration. 

 

I mean where you provide the breath where you hold your breath, where you actually let your 

breath come out. You might have when you as a child might have been trained to speak 

certain words, you could have seen how the teacher might have been telling you that there are 

certain words, certain syllables which are accented. There are certain which are unaccented. 

So, proper vocalization of Vocoids and Contoids. Meaning thereby, vowel sounds and 

consonant sounds their proper articulation and proper accentuation are the way you provide 

some amount of emphasis. Now, you will find that at times there are certain you know 

difficulties there are certain defects in pronunciation and these defects actually vary from one 

country to another. In this regard, one must have actually the art of mastering the correct 

pronunciation which is called Ortheopy, fine.  

 



So, here we can have some examples, you will you can find that some sounds because when 

we talk about pronunciation we first ought to understand sounds. And when we speak certain 

sounds you will find because of some reason or the other there are certain sounds which are 

not properly pronounced certain sounds have got, say for example, if we say ‘p’ sound in 

certain conditions when it is Irishisms this ‘pa actually has a slight h’ sound that is why this 

put as foot. 

 

And that actually-- it is in a way of whispering like when we talk about some Americanism 

you will find that the word spirit is sp-wri-t, fine. So, you will find that there are certain 

differences again when you go to Scottish, there you will find swell at times becomes   seh-ul 

whole seeing becomes see-in and this also this difference you can find when you speak a 

word in isolation or when the word is used in a sentence. 

 

At times you will find if there are sounds which are very much resembling with each other 

again you can come across some sort of difficulty. Say for example, when you say Velvet 

Weaver, a comic mimic, a bit of buttered brown bread. Now see, since there is a repetition of 

certain sounds. So, we actually, at times, we fail to pronounce them literary literally, fine. So, 

now how can we do it properly---- simply by providing some amount of space or by making 

some amount of pause. 

 

Sometimes certain combinations become very ambiguous. Say for example, if a sentence like 

this is said-- She could pain nobody. If the sentence is spoken, it may appear as if you did not 

say pain nobody, rather it will appear as if you said-- not pay. She couldn’t pay no body. 

Fine. Make clean our hearts. Because there are repetitions, of k sound. So, make clean and 

something is lost. That is why everyone who actually wants to be an accomplished speaker 

has to have a little bit of practice in terms of pronunciation where he can understand the 

differences of accentual patterns.  
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Now many of you might be thinking though most of you might be knowing as well are that 

accent and unaccent. There are certain syllables a word a sound fine syllables all these are 

basic things but you will find that every word which has got more than one syllable will have 

at least one syllable stressed or accented, fine. And the accentuation of these syllables of 

words or phrases in a sentence has actually to be indicated clearly, obviously, fine  

So that every word is spoken out in such a distinct way that clarity is not lost. English is 

actually such a language that at times these same words will have a different sort of 

pronunciation and you know the primary accents and the secondary accents in certain words 

you will find that if we say a word like Wayward, temporary, Wayward, temporary. But 

sometimes when you take a word having more syllables remember, recollect, epigrammatic.  

 

Now you can find how the accentual pattern changes---- personification, personification. 

Now see. So, this actually is a rigorous exercise and all of you can devote some hours to it 

when you learn some sounds and you can also find with the help of a good dictionary or a 

good teacher or certain software in a language lab, you can learn this. Now, here let us see an 

example where we already know that gh sound when we put gh sound in some of the words 

towards the end. 

 

Say for example, when we say enough. So, the word is gh and the sound is ‘f’. So, if the gh 

sound in enough is pronounced ‘f’ and o in women makes the short e sound and the t in 

nation is pronounced ‘s’, then the word ghoti will be pronounced as fish. At times it can 

create laughter but then English is such a language which has to be spoken and words have to 

be pronounced very clearly.  



 

Now a little bit about the principles of accentuation the same word whether it is a noun or a 

verb but when you pronounce them there you can find a sort of difference. Say for example a 

word like object, object. Object can be a noun, object can be a verb. Object- object is not it? 

Conduct—conduct, is not it and there are many prefixes where when we begin a word with 

In-, Re-, mis, ab, some articles some prepositions here you do not find the words to be 

accented.  Indiscipline- indiscipline, fine,  repeat fine.  

 

So, there is there is no accent here but when you pronounce some words which also can have 

its opposite you will find the accent lies or shifts to the syllable of difference for example 

mortality immortality, is not it? Assent- accent fine. So, these accents can be in words, can be 

in sentences also. 
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In the pronunciation of sentence words are actually grouped into accentual groups and the 

accent lies either on the principal word or sometimes on the idea sometimes the idea which 

actually expresses the factor of contradiction or opposition. Now, in one of the lectures 

perhaps I might have talked about the intonation here I simply can provide a sort of single 

touch where we can say that intonation makes a sentence or a conversation effective because 

there is a variation at times there may be a rising tone. 

 

There may be a falling tone there may be a compound tone. So, when you are actually to 

attract the attention of a hearer, naturally we start our rising tone--- Are you going? Fine. But 



if the same sentence is spoken in a different manner-- Are you going are you going fine you 

can find the difference. 
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And when there is a falling tone it actually completes a statement it provides a sort of 

assurance assertion and command sometimes to convey repulsive emotions such as contempt 

disgust reproach we have to use falling tone. Say for example, I must go at once but 

sometimes the tone becomes compound of course this entire talk of intonation and 

pronunciation and all can take a complete course. 

 

But here we shall simply be having a passing or touching references. Sometimes when there 

is a compound rising then perhaps you are warning somebody and saying--- Do not fail to 

meet me. Sometimes it is compound falling you can say---“ you will find out.” But if it is a 

sort of warning then you say--- do not fail to report but if it is to convey some amount of 

sarcasm or antithesis then you will say you will find out, fine.  

 

So, you will find that all these actually bring a sort of variation. Intonation can be very useful 

when you speak sentences and in the book that I mentioned it has been said that it can be 

broadly classified into three categories---- assertive sentences, integrative and imperative. But 

remember that the reader must not be misled by mere rhetorical construct of the sentences. 

Simply by the construction you cannot say that this false in this line.  
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Now for example, we can take some lines here. “I said an elder soldier-- not a better- did I 

say better?” Now, look at the construction of the sentence. This sentence appears fine if we 

take into consideration the sense or the meaning, the sentence is assertive though by 

construction it is interrogative. So, it will take a falling tone. Again, even if a sentence is 

assertive and the way you provide tone and sense, it can appear to be a sort of interrogative- 

“You do not love me Brutus.” Now what is the meaning the meaning is interrogative. So, the 

implication is interrogative and that will actually take a rising tone- You do not love me 

Brutus. Fine. So, construction- wise it appears that it is assertive but actually implication wise 

it is interrogative. 
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Now, when we come to writing, there are certain indication marks provided by punctuation 

and that actually can help our reader understand the sense and the tone, say for example, 



punctuation marks like comma, semicolon, colon and period--- all these can help and can 

enable readers to stop, to pause because appropriate pausing can rivet the intention and allow 

the time to reflect on delivered message. 

 

But in spoken, this cannot have something of a sort of accomplishment unless and until you 

know the art of elocution. Now, in one of the lectures we perhaps spent some time on pauses 

but remember when you are speaking as an orator, pauses actually play a very important role. 

It is actually pauses as Mark Twain had said that ‘nothing was as important as a rightly timed 

pause.’  
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So, pause helps you derive the meaning and that can be there. There can be different ways 

sometimes after the subject of a sentence--- Honesty is a virtue. Fine. Sometimes you invert 

the subject and then you can say-- The strongest of Gods was Hercules, fine. Sometimes 

when you provide a sort of qualifier to a noun then you can say-- Simon is a good boy. Fine? 

Now you can find how this shifts, how the changes take place because of the pauses. 

 

There can be differences between sentential punctuation and oratorical pausing. So, say for 

example, here some lines of a poem by Lord Byron----  

The sky- is changed and -such change -O night-  

And storm and darkness- ye are wondrous strong 

-Yet lovely in your strength -as is the light  

Of a dark eye -in a woman -Far along  

-From peak to peak the rattling cracks among 

 -Leaps the life thunder. 



 

So, there can be end number of examples and moreover when we talk about elocution should 

we not also realize the quality of the voice? And the quality of the voice is also very 

important, not only the voice but the tone and the timing. So, there can be six qualities of 

voice as discussed fine in the book by Alexander Melville. Pure quality--- what can be a pure 

quality the voice that has got a pure quality will appear like very natural. 
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As in one of the poems by Saxe, an American poet, who says—“Because you flourish in 

worldly affairs/ do not be haughty and put on airs.” So, very natural. So, quality of voice can 

be Orotund that is a like round and it can express grandeur, it can express sublimity. Let us 

take a line from Shakespeare's King Henry V--- “On you noble English, / Whose blood is set 

from fathers of war proof; Cry heaven for Harry, England and St. George!” 

 

Then there can be another quality which is pectoral quality and in pectoral the muscles of the 

chest are raised and pitch is low, slow. It can express despair anger. Again we are reminded 

of Shakespeare's Macbeth where Macbeth said---- “Still it cried sleep no more to all the 

house/ Glamis hath murdered sleep; and therefore Cawdor shall sleep no more./ Macbeth  

shall sleep no more.” Then there is guttural--- which is related to our throat where there can 

be an explosive resonance in throat. And this can help you express your anger hatred and 

contempt let us take one line from Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice---“ How like a 

fawning publican he looks/ I hate him for he is a Christian.” 
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Then we can have Plaintive which actually denotes the language of pity----“Farewell, O my 

Laughing Water! All my heart is buried with you.” This is from one of the poems by H.W 

Longfellow, fine? And again there can be another quality of voice that is Aspirate--- the 

Aspirate is in whispers as we can take a line from Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner where it 

is said---“ I fear the ancient mariner! I fear thy skinny hand! And thou art long and lank and 

brown/ As is the ribbed sea sand.” 

 

And then the last is the Falsetto which is always in a high pitched thrill but it can express 

terror pain anger---“ I will not endure it duke or no duke I will be a Duchess sir.”  
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So, not only is the voice important the quality of voice important but modulation also 

important. Modulation is when you raise your pitch or the degree of elevation or depression 



of sound because these actually can provide a sort of variety and the variety will be pleasant. 

You can find that if one uses modulation properly, one can differentiate certain important 

passages from the other are then quotations from another. Then sometimes the change of 

sentiment sometimes the speakers reference in dialogues, then commencement of a new all 

these can be brought forth only with the help of modulation or the pitch of the voice.  
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You can also find that it is only our modulation that can help, fine? when you want to express 

something of a sort of reverence, it will be low. Humility-- it will be subordinate, in 

conversation naturally it is middle and emphasis will be above, fine. When you are going to 

go put emphasis. And then when somebody is trying to express some amount of baldness 

astonishment it will, of course, be high .You can read it at your own pleasure and can 

practice.  
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Now you might also be thinking that is vocal energy also important for an authentic 

elocution? Of course, not only vocal energy but force and time are also important, my dear 

friend. Force is the way you apply something to the quality of your voice by taking a breath 

fine. It can at times be weak, can be moderate, can be energetic, can be chuckling, fine. Now 

as a public speaker you will have numerous moments when you are going to express 

something which can have a sort of violent passion. 

 

And you will find, so this actually can result out of the way you have provided time to the 

syllabic and sentential utterance. When it is violent passion, naturally it will be rapid 

sometimes, if you are going to express something--- joy, distress, decision, humour ---it will 

be quick, conversation will be middle or common and veneration will be slow meditation and 

of course, emotions of love delight and gloom will have tardy time.  
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Now when a speaker speaks he provides emphasis in speech and the emphasis actually helps 

him provide some amount of prominence to the leading syllables, sometimes to an idea, 

sometimes to a word. So, when you emphasize on something, you will find the words express 

new ideas. But when you do not want to emphasize, then words are simply implied, and it is 

expressed in low tone. 

 

Sometimes when you want to express unexpressed antithesis again you emphasize but when 

you explain it is unemphasized. If words are in contrast, then again emphasis is there, but 

repetitive words are often considered not to suggest any special meaning. There are emotional 

expressions also which can be seen the way our voice provides the quality; you can whisper 

your voice can be horse you can sometimes become monotonous. Sometimes you can provide 

a sort of tremor, chuckle all these are meanings my different. Say for example if somebody 

wants to chuckle naturally one is trying to provide the emotion of triumph delight and 

merriment. 
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Sometimes somebody wants to say something which is harsh like agony despair and horror 

are the voice quality will be harsh. 
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So, and all these, as I have been saying, they are actually combined with our gestures. Now as 

a speaker when you appear near the dais, you will find the first look first look that your 

audience gives you at the looks, the second in the gesture and it is only words which come to 

the third. So, what do you want to say sometimes when you say--- this, that, is not it. So, by 

saying all these you are expressing your attitude and motion is not it sometimes you want to 

illustrate.  

 

So, the idea that you want to illustrate and naturally say for example, if somebody tries to say 

the raising of the sword while speaking of a battle scene, naturally the hands will go up and 



then the speakers feeling which come into the category of emotive. So, with respect to the 

object or the subject that you are expressing that should find expression in one’s delivery.  
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Now here you can have all the major parts of your body that also have a major role to play in 

providing the emotions to the sentences or to the words that you have spoken. Right from 

your head to your limbs I mean when you want to say something and you want to express 

confidence the head will be erect, pride the head will be thrown back but when you are shaky 

it actually expresses denial. 

 

The same is true of your eyes when you want to express mirth happiness there will be a 

sparkle in the eyes of the speaker. When you are expressing wonder, naturally there will be 

stirring we have some way or the other discussed these things in our lecture on non- verbals. 

So, this you can simply try to re-emphasize and re-establish what we discussed. Now body at 

times can be erect , sometimes in order to sow your humility you can stoop. 

 

If you are in a moment of supplication or prayer, naturally you will be kneeling again the 

same is true of your hands we have already talked about the movement of hands and then 

handsets and all. So, when somebody tries to show impatience the feet will be stamped. 
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Now when we are attaching meanings through our gestures, I mean as a public speaker we 

need to understand that we need to be aware of graceful gestures. Graceful gestures lend 

meaning to your words and it also provides a sort of harmonious complement of the 

gesticulating part, whereas on the other hand, when you try simply to imitate gestures that 

can also not work, inexpressive and unnecessary gestures tend to be avoided by a careful and 

authentic speaker. 

 

Gestures should not be used to depict the obvious literal meaning for ideas which are 

sufficiently expressed in language because we have already said that through non-verbal cues 

we actually supplement what we have said in words or what has been left incomplete. So, we 

try to compensate for that through our non-words.  
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Now in order to ace the art of elocution you need to practice reading you need to practice 

oration and you also need to practice recitation, my dear friend. Because when all these great 

scholars they are practiced in front of the mirror and they have recited at times. So, you can 

also do like that and you should see, you should confirm yourself that your sound echoes and 

see to it that the pronunciation that you can make that should actually suit the rhythm. 

 

My dear friends, elocution is difficult though, it is actually challenging but at the same time it 

is rewarding. Those who simply think that speaking is simply to speak, perhaps try to skip 

over the fact 
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that all the famous speakers of the world have practiced for years and years together taking 

lessons in elocution and recitation in order to become a good speaker in order to become an 

established speaker. So, to become an effective speaker as in a public speaking situation, one 

needs to see that one is bold, one’s pronunciation is elegant. The articulation is distinct there 

is actually a variety in the voice. 

 

Because variety is the spice. Through variety you can bring even the sleeping audience 

members to life. If there is proper accentuation made on the words and phrases and sentences 

that will actually allow you to lend meaning naturally by providing emphasis on significant 

words. And of course, we have already talked about the importance of silence and pauses in 

speech. So, see to it that your pauses are justified and there is a sort of cadence. 

 



It should actually be accompanied by emotions, not only by emotions but by tones, but by 

gestures and by proper gesticulations. My dear friends, practice in elocution and recitation 

even though it may appear to be very easy affair but it is difficult but nothing can be difficult 

if one takes the vow or the conviction that one will practice it to perfect oneself as a speaker. 

So, my dear friends, one should always remember that elocution is a matter of practice. And 

all those good speakers who today are accomplished once have given their nights and days to 

elocutions and recitation.  
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So, before we come to wind up this talk, let us take a quote by Dorothy Sarnoff, an 

anthropologist who says---“Make sure you have finished speaking before your audience has 

finished listening.” With this let me come to the end of this talk. Thank you very much. I 

wish you all a good day. 

 

 


